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Overview
The problem today is too many people suffer because they are missing their opportunity
to fulfill their destiny. This is because statistics show us that 80% of people are not
following their angel’s guidance. I want to offer you Four Angel Secrets to resolve
this:

Secrets
1. 1st way to is to Just Follow Guided Action. Pay attention to the impressions you
receive on the inside such as alarms going off.

When you have these feelings, these promptings, don’t ignore them, don’t talk
yourself out of them, just follow guided action. If you’ll follow them,, the winged
messengers will lead you down the the best path for your life.
2. 2nd way is to know that when you put the angel’s guidance first place in your life,
you’re simultaneously Sending out an Invitation For Miracles.  When you ask
the Angels for help, when you put their guidance first place, they gift you
something called, “a Miracle Order”.
The Miracle Order is like an authorization. It gives your Heavenly guides
permission to release the good breaks, the correct people, contracts, ideas,
resources, influence into your life.
3. 3rd way is Don’t Let Resentments Weigh you Down. Do you get unhappy when
things don’t go your way? When you do so, it’s difficult to manifest miracles.
You can’t control other people’s behavior, who stands where, or when favor shows
up in your life. All you can control is your own vibration. From this position you
have power, in the realm of the spiritual. Not in trying to control everyone and
everything.
4.
4th way is to be open to Receiving your Miracles in Divine Order. The
messengers of heaven are watching over you! They see your faithfulness, your
dedication, your integrity. Like everyone, your miracle is coming in Divine order.
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What these will do
These four Angel secrets will give you a higher vibration, activate your enticement power,
and then the Angels will be able lead you down the best path for your life.

Promise
I promise you that if you will use these Angel Secrets so that you will taken from Miracle
to Miracle.

Take: Angel Basics level 1

